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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 

Due to the Wairarapa Club deciding not to host either the 2015 National Championships 
or the 2014 NI champs, the NZMPBA committee is asking for any other North Island clubs 
that would be interested to host these events. At this point just an expression of interest is 
needed, so if your club would like to put their hand up, please contact the secretary Steve 
Trott, before Monday July 21st.  
 
The committee is here to help facilitate the 2015 National Champs event and we would 
like to make sure that it will be a fun and exciting event for all that can attend. 
The North Island champs would be hosted and run by a local club. 
 

Editorial 
For those of you that have read the 2014 AGM minutes as posted on our website you will have 
noted some discussion around the Propshaft newsletter and whether it is still relevant as a vehicle 
for disseminating timely information to the NZMPBA membership at large. This is against the 
backdrop that a large proportion of the same information good and not so good gets posted 
straight to the forum in sometimes a fairly haphazard manner. Similarly the Propshaft gets posted 
on the website for members to download and if you are reading this it is most likely where you got 
it from.  
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From time to time I am left wondering how many actually read Propshaft, or for that matter visit the 
website, this is because I get asked and hear being asked questions about what is happening, 
what regattas are on, who has done what etc, when if those asking the questions had read 
Propshaft or looked at the website would already know the answer anyway. At least when we 
posted hardcopy we knew that at least members had a copy, but those days are now long gone 
and does the whole thing need rethinking. 
 

Presidents Report 
As this year’s new President I would like firstly to introduce myself to those whom I have not yet 
had the opportunity to meet. My name is Peter Anderson, I am a forty something Kiwi, have a wife 
and two teenagers. I have been building model boats including fast electrics since I was young but 
only got involved with racing around three years ago. I am also the club captain of the BOPMPBC 
club. After attending the AGM at Masterton last year I found myself also on the NZMPBA 
committee. 
 
My first year on the committee was something to say the least, with the year defined by grievances 
and resignations. I have taken on the Presidents role as I felt that as an association it has been 
battered around over the last few years by individuals and or groups of individuals with their own 
agendas that have failed to work in accordance with our constitution. This has caused a lot of 
upset people and undoubtably had a negative effect on the overall membership levels. I hope to 
be able to help steady our course and set a good direction for the future.  We must understand 
and realize that we All as members make up this association, it is not, and never should be about 
one person. Every time someone complains about or puts down the NZMPBA they are doing it to 
us all, from within or without! In this country of New Zealand we enjoy freedom of association and 
it is our free choice to belong or not, and the reasons for doing so will always be as varied as the 
individuals themselves. 
 
Therewith it is my goal as President to do my best to build and work with the committee as a team. 
A team of peers and fellow model boaters who have the interests of model boating at the forefront. 
I would like to encourage all members, past, present and future to be involved with your local clubs 
and commit whatever time you can to them, so that they may grow in numbers and develop a 
culture that promotes and encourages model power boating everywhere we are. Grassroots style! 
I will endeavour to get to as many regattas as I am able to this year and look forward to meeting 
and boating with you in the coming months. 
 
Until then, get out and enjoy your boating and have some FUN! 
 

Ovalfest 5 
8th December 2013-12-09Thunder Valley, BOP.     By Tui. 
 
Friday morning of the event deadline for entries, it looked like we might be about to cancel this event. As per 
the rest of the year, the entries then flooded in at the last minute to actually give us a total of about 14 ! So not 
a large event still but better than anticipated. 
 
We suffered the bad weather build up in the week preceding the event, where the venue was flooded, and it 
was a matter of hoping the level would recede enough to reveal the markers buoys again ! A site visit the day 
before confirmed that while the lake was still well overfull, it had dropped enough for us to run the event. We 
kicked off about half an hour late ( as you do !) and worked our way through the mixed heats, we were 
running depending on class, either 2 or 3 heats of the class, then moving to the next class, this gave all bit of 
a break in between to fix things up as necessary, or in Bens case to do yet another motor swap ! He was 
swapping out  motors between the Open Gas and T1 races like a crazy fella ! 
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A lot of the racing was quite close with some very good starts with all boats tightly grouped, at one stage a 
little too close where Brian’s mono gathered in a roostertail and blew sky high, flying into the wire start line 
and cart wheeling down the front straight, minor panic ensued as the rest bore down on the start/finish again, 
only to be warned at the last moment the start wire had been pulled down to water level, that could have 
made quite a mess, but all stopped in time, with the start line repaired the heat was restarted. 
 
A nice BBQ lunch and a few cold drinks in the sweltering heat went down well. A big thanks to Peter B with a 
freshly repaired knee for sitting in the “Thunder box” running IRMS and ably helped by Warren B most of the 
day certainly took some pressure off me, many thanks guys. IRMS aint that hard after all aye ! 
 
The 2 Cat Scrap races were more of a Cat Crash derby, with only 2 boats finishing one heat and one in the 
other, having said that the first few laps of each heat was crazy hectic and great to watch ! 
 
A big thanks to all those that came along to support the event, and to the BOP crew who have worked 
tirelessly to develop the venue to where it is expect even more for 2014 ! 
 
We rounded out the day with prize giving, results as follows. 

 
Open Electric 
 
1  P Anderson  1900 
2  P Botha  1300 
 
T1 Thunderboat 
 
1  M McGovern 1625 
2  B Clarke  1538 
3  S Trott  1169 
4  D Baker  950 
5  J Turvey  694 
6  T Christiansen 623 
7  B Riddiford  121 
 
Open Petrol  
 
1  B Clarke  1369 
2  M McGovern 1350 
3  M Kemps  1325 
4  D Baker  1100 
5  S Trott  919 
6  P Botha  746 
7  J Turvey  425 
8  B Hely  400 
9  B Riddiford  350 
10 T Christiansen dnf 
 
Cat Scrap 
 
1  J Turvey  800 
2  M McGovern 300 
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Wellington Offshore Round 1  
 
Reported by Peter Collier 
 
The 2014 edition of the Wellington offshore on 27 March was different this year after many years 
of rough and challenging conditions at our past and present venues, the Hutt River failed to deliver 
anything other than calm water. This of course favoured the speedsters who made best use of the 
conditions with some hard out racing. Any problems that anyone had with handling the conditions 
were probably of their own making, such as not slowing for rescue boat wakes and getting an 
unintended flip for their troubles. For my own performance I ran all day without requiring the 
services of the rescue boat and scored 105 laps and only finished 5th, definitely time for a new 
boat. A new petrol boat in on the building board. 
 
 

 
Wellington Offshore winner 2014 Brendon Kirk, note the calm water in the background it was like this for 
much of the event 
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Wellington Offshore 
Round 1 

Date 23-Mar-14 
 

Name 
NZMP
BA# 

Eng 
Clas
s Hull 

Hea
t 1 

Hea
t 2 

Hea
t 3 

Fin
al Total 

Overal
l place 

Class 
Place 

Cla
ss 

Brendon Kirk 97 P2 DV 22 24 17 54 117 1 1 P2 
Leigh Marsden 131 P2 DV 23 21 22 44 110 2 2 P2 
Matt Gay 66 P2 DV 24 23 28 34 109 3 3 P2 
Pieter Lokum 83 P2 DV 20 24 21 41 106 4 4 P2 
Peter Collier 23 C2 DV 20 21 21 43 105 5 1 C2 
Terry Riddiford 32 P2 DV 24 16 4 51 95 6 5 P2 
Tony Christiansen 106 P3 DV 16 20 7 46 89 7 1 P3 
Wayne McNaught 5 C1 DV 22 22 14 22 80 8 1 C1 
Bruce Clarke 12 P3 Cat 24 21 11 23 79 9 2 P3 
Tony Rutledge 43 P2 Cat 22 12 19 23 76 10 6 P2 
Malcolm Belworthy 77 C2 DV 23 26 14 10 73 11 2 C2 
Ray Ticehurst 65 P3 DV 14 20 2 33 69 12 3 P3 
Birmy Korving 286 B DV 10 20 7 32 69 13 1 B 
Jeremy White 126 P2 DV 22 10 7 20 59 14 7 P2 
Matt McGovern 61 C1 DV 14 20 20 2 56 15 2 C1 
John Belworthy 76 P3 DV 19 22 13 - 54 16 4 P3 
Wayne Mowbray 28 P2 DV 16 9 11 14 50 17 8 P2 
Keith Ewing 27 P3 Cat - 9 1 40 50 18 5 P3 
Trevor Emerson(2) 78 P2 DV - - - 36 36 19 9 P2 
Darrell Hansen(1) 31 P2 DV 23 10 - - 33 20 10 P2 
 
Cat Scrap   Heat 1 Pts Heat 2  Pts Total Place 
Brendon Kirk 32 1 400 1 400 800 1 
Tony Rutledge 43 3 225 3 225 450 2 
Leigh Marsden 131 2 300     300 3= 
Keith Ewing 27     2 300 300 3= 
Peter Collier 23 4 169     169 5= 
Matt McGovern 61     4 169 169 5= 
John Belworthy 76 5 125     125 7 

 

2014 Nationals Report 
 
The BOPMPBC had worked steadily toward hosting the 2014 Nats, putting in long hours and large 
contributions toward materials and product to again improve the facility at Thunder Valley, all with 
the vision of having it the best we could to reward all those that made the effort to attend. 
 
It was very unfortunate that a storm that had brewed, moved across our part of the county on the 
very day we tried to make a start with racing on Thursday, we only managed 1 heat before 
torrential rain and gale force winds forced us into submission, a first that I remember, at least at a 
Nationals ! 
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We had to quickly deconstruct the venue to minimise damage to tents etc, unfortunately we later 
discovered that the gale winds had forced rain water past the seals of the container doors and had 
ingressed some components of IRMS, so Matt Bindon and I spent the rest of the afternoon 
searching out replacement electrical bits and pieces and remodeled IRMS into a functioning unit 
again ready for the next day, at that stage the course markers were completely under water at one 
end and the newly built hotpits were also about a foot under water. 
 
Upon completing repairs to IRMS about 4 pm, suddenly the rain just stopped, and blue sky 
appeared, we crossed our fingers and hoped that with the modified lake outlet that the water level 
would drop to allow us to resume racing Friday morning. 
 
Friday morning dawned and the buoys were up, no wind and only the occasional shower, with 
longer fine breaks, racing was on!! 
 
Unfortunately our new hotpit area turned into a quagmire, however was still safer than trying to 
carry running boats up and down what would have quickly become a steep slippery mud slope. 
We were doing our best to make up time to try to catch up events missed due to the loss of 
Thursday, but unfortunately with the entry level of many being in most events then it was almost 
always going to be impossible. 
 
The racing in many heats was spectacular, with an amount of rubbing during racing then things 
were quite tight, it was noticeable that as the events progressed, everyone’s starts got better and 
better, it was not unusual to see 5 or all 6 boats lined up side by side for the starts, and while there 
were a few minor misdemeanors, most worked hard to maintain their lanes as per the rules and 
the laps that unfolded were great to watch. 
 
It was noticeable that the "Richie Rich" Team (Matt G, Brendon K and Glen V) had a game plan. 
They worked all weekend to support each other with mechanical work, pitting and general chores, 
they set the bar very high in terms of performance at the Nats and the amount of trophies stacked 
up at their table after prize giving was testament to this. 
 
There were a number of selfless duties carried out over the Nats, notably Warren B not even 
entering an event, so he could focus on Race Directing duties, while Ash A provided our on site 
security staying at the venue in his caravan in weather where most would have capitulated and run 
home, supporting his wife Megan who had taken on the catering challenge, ( the food and drinks 
were AWSOME ! ) and apart from the odd race with his 1 boat, spent most of the rest of the 
weekend in the rescue dinghy, a very special effort indeed and well appreciated by all. 
 
All the racing is somewhat a blur as my main focus was simply on pushing through as much racing 
as possible, ultimately we were able to catch up 2 events from the abandoned Thursday, so all in 
all not a bad result. 
 
Congratulations go to the BOP Club for again winning the prestigious "Thunder Down Under" 
champion club trophy. There was no one significant contributor that necessarily achieved more 
than another within the BOP team, but a stream of good results with a weight of numbers 
eventually won over. 
 
One of the key things for all to think about and "get real" with is the fact that even though we only 
had an entry of some 19 odd people, there was still 27.5 hrs of race time to get through over the 4 
days, thats not including the 10 minute tune before each event or lunch breaks or for any other lost 
time ( waiting for people not ready or organised for the next heat or still looking for a pit person etc) 
so for all those that still think the Nats should only be a 3 day event, then I challenge you to come 
forward and tell us how that is done!  
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A number of loose ideas were shared over the regatta, and a common theme was to simplify the 
classes we have, so just to get the juices flowing here is an overview of those ideas: 
 
With the nitro classes, keep A&B classes combined, remove the split between C1 and C2 and all 
becomes C Class. With the petrol classes, formally establish the Stock mono and Stock tunnel 
classes to complement the existing T1 Thunderboat class, all use same motors as currently 
specified, but especially note that Easy Start recoils are allowed along with aluminium carburettor 
isolator blocks (The std plastic ones dont seem to last long before they warp and leak) but no other 
bling or removing cylinder gaskets to create more compression etc!  Stock boats are only to run in 
stock classes, but could still run in Petrol Open Oval (PX still included) and/or Petrol Open Oval. 
Then change the cc parameter for all other to go from say 23cc through to 31cc (ie remove the 
P1,P2 & P3 split) hot motors of any brand ok.  Change T2 Thunderboat to allow any brand 27cc 
engines. (Boats as they ran in T1 cannot run in T2). Change Sport Petrol Hydro to be Picklefork 
only. 
 
The above are just a few ideas to simplify and minimise, if you have thoughts around this please 
discuss with a committee member or better still make a written presentation to the committee. This 
all needs to be looked at as a matter of interest to all, so have your say.  Even with all this we may 
still be faced with 4 day National Champs with increased entry levels.  That being the case 
consider if you prefer to start racing on Thursday and finish Sunday so Monday is the travel home 
day, or, if you prefer to start racing on Friday and finish Monday, travel home Tuesday.  Maybe a 
completely different time of year should be considered? 
 
While the committee will try, we will never please all!! 
 
Anyways, I never was any good at writing regatta reports so will leave off there ! 
  
Regs, 232. 
 
2014 NZMPBA National Championships Results. 
 
OPEN ELECTRIC 
 
1 B Kirk   1525 
2 D Harris  1500 
3 J Belworthy  1150 
4 M Gay   1100 
5 P Botha  850 
6 P Collier  494 
7 P Anderson  300 
 
C1 MARATHON 
 
1 J Belworthy  50 laps 
2 S Trott   47 
3 M McGovern  42 
4 M Bindon  39 
5 M Smithson  20 
 
C2 MONO OVAL 
 
1 M Smithson  1125 
2 T Christiansen  950 

3 P Collier  750 
4 M Bindon  DNS 
 
C2 MARATHON 
 
1 T Christiansen  43 laps 
2 M Smithson  33 
3 P Collier  29 
4 M Bindon  DNS 
 
B HYDRO 
 
1 S Trott   1600 
2 P Collier  1200 
3 M Smithson  350 
4 M Bindon  250 
5 J Belworthy  DNS 
 
SPORT 45 SCALE HYDRO 
 
1 S Trott   1000 
2= J Belworthy  625 
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2= P Collier  625 
4 M Bindon  DNS 
 
OPEN NITRO OVAL 
 
1 M Smithson  1700 
2 P Collier  1225 
3 S Trott   1119 
4 M Bindon  225 
5 J Belworthy  DNS 
 
P2 MONO OVAL 
 
1 B Kirk   1900 
2 M Gay   1300 
3 T Riddiford  1244 
4 M McGovern  1075 
5 D Harris  1050 
6 G Vallender  894 
7 M Bindon  767 
8 M Smithson  419 
9 A Adlington  152 
10 B Clarke  DNS 
 
P3 MONO OVAL 
 
1 B Kirk   1669 
2 M Gay   1525 
3 G Vallender  950 
4 M McGovern  757 
5 B Clarke  250 
6 M Smithson  DNS 
 
P3 TUNNEL OVAL 
 
1 B Kirk   1750 
2 B Clarke  1500 
3 M Smithson  1015 
4 M Gay   677 
5 G Vallender  394 
6 D Harris  275 
7 M McGovern  194 
 
 
 
 
 
 
T1 THUNDERBOAT 
 
1 B Kirk   1825 
2 D Baker  1069 
3 P Collier  975 
4 S Trott   963 
5 M Bindon  865 

6 M McGovern  852 
7 D Harris  825 
8 M Gay   769 
9 T Riddiford  675 
10 T Christiansen  652 
11 B Clarke  25 
 
T2 THUNDERBOAT 
 
1 P Collier  1325 
2 M McGovern  1150 
3 D Harris  700 
4 B Kirk   650 
5 B Clarke  450 
 
P2 HYDRO 
 
1 B Kirk   1394 
2 B Clarke  1350 
3 T Christiansen  1188 
4 P Collier  1079 
5 M Bindon  938 
6 M McGovern  875 
7 M Gay   400 
8 D Harris  350 
 
P3 HYDRO 
 
1 M Gay   1800 
2 P Collier  1027 
3 B Clarke  794 
4 B Kirk   750 
5 D Harris  650 
 
SPORT PETROL HYDRO 
 
1 D Harris  1800 
2 M Gay   1500 
3 B Kirk   1000 
4 P Collier  732 
5 T Christiansen  669 
6 M McGovern  625 
7 D Baker  500 
8 B Clarke  250 
 
 
 
 
OPEN GAS MARATHON 
 
1 M Gay   57 Laps 
2 B Kirk   56 
3 T Riddiford  54 
4= D Harris  49 
4= M Bindon  49 
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6= G Vallender  27 
6= M Smithson  27 
8 A Adlington  26 
9= M McGovern  25 
9= T Christiansen  25 
11 B Clarke  19 
 
OPEN GAS OVAL 
 
1 M McGovern  1625 
2 M Gay   1525 
3 B Clarke  1425 
4 D Harris  1250 
5 M Bindon  925 
6 A Adlington  719 
7 T Riddiford  700 
8 M Smithson  494 
9 B Kirk   DNF 
10 P Collier  DNF 
11 P Botha  DNF 
 
ENDURANCE CUP 
 
1 M Gay   57 Laps 
2 B Kirk   56 
3 T Riddiford  54 
 
HARD LUCK TROPHY 
 
B Clarke 
 
BEST PRESENTED BOAT 
 
M Gay -   Backlash 
 

ENGINE BREAKERS TROPHY 
 
M Bindon 
 
ROOKIES CUP 
 
M McGovern 
 
MOST IMPROVED TROPHY 
 
B Clarke 
 
 
KING OF THE NATIONALS 
 
1 B Kirk   460 
2 M Gay   285 
3 P Collier  260 
 
PRESIDENTS CUP 
 
1 B Kirk   750 
2 B Clarke  565 
3 M Gay   495 
Rest as per forum 
 
THUNDER DOWN UNDER TROPHY 
 
1 BOPMPBC  2340 
2 Marlborough MPBC 1970 
3 Wellington MPBC 840 
4 Hamilton MPBC 390 
 

2014 NZMPBA AGM MINUTES 
Friday 18th April 2014, Tauranga Miniature Railway & Engineers Club Rooms. 
 
PRESENT: 
S Trott, M Bindon, P Anderson, P Botha, J Belworthy, P Collier, T Riddiford, T Christiansen, W 
Belk, M Gay, M Smithson. 
 
APOLOGIES: 
B Hely, B Kirk, B Clarke. 
 
PROXY VOTES: 
Nil. 
 
2013 NZMPBA AGM MINUTES: 
Read by M Bindon, Moved to accept M Bindon, Second S Trott, Carried Unanimous. 
 
MATTERS ARISING: 
Nil 
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CORRESPONDANCE:    IN, Nil 
       OUT,  Nil 
 
FINANCIAL REPORT: 
The financial report via the last Treasurer was not complete or available for presentation.  The 
meeting agreed the only outcome available was that the new Treasurer elected at this meeting will 
need to create a balance sheet for 2013 and present to Committee to check, then to be published 
in Propshaft as soon as possible. 
 
PRESIDENTS REPORT: 
Read and moved to be accepted by M Bindon, Second T Christiansen, Carried unanimous. 
 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS: 
 
PRESIDENT; P Anderson Nominated by M Smithson, Second  P Botha 
     No other nominations, carried unanimous. 
 
VICE PRESIDENT; M Bindon       Nominated by P Anderson, Second P Collier 
               No other nominations, carried unanimous. 
 
TRESURER;  B Clarke       Nominated by M Smithson, Second M Gay 
     No other nominations, carried unanimous. 
 
SECRETARY; S Trott Nominated by M Bindon, Second M Gay 
     No other nominations, carried unanimous. 
 
COMMITTEE; T Riddiford Nominated by J Belworthy, Second M Bindon 
   M Gay  Nominated by T Riddiford, Second M Smithson 
   J Belworthy Nominated by M Bindon, Second T Riddiford 
   P Fowler Nominated by M Bindon, Second M Gay 
 

T Christiansen moved nominations be closed, Second by P Anderson, 
Carried Unanimous. 

PATRON; Meeting agreed to defer this appointment to new committee to sort out. 
 
PROPSHAFT EDITOR; P Collier  Nominated by M Bindon, Second J Belworthy 
     No other nominations, carried unanimous. 
 
WEB MASTER;   Meeting agreed to have a discussion in General Business and defer this           

appointment to new committee to sort out.  
 
TROPHY CUSTODIAN;  Meeting agreed to defer this appointment to new committee to sort out. 
 
SCALE HYDRO REGISTRAR; Meeting agreed to defer this appointment to new committee to sort  
out. 
 
OFFSHORE POINTS COLLATOR;  B Gutsell     Nominated by M Bindon, Second J Belworthy 
                             No other nominations, carried unanimous. 
 
PRESIDENTS CUP POINTS COLLATOR;  B Clarke     Nominated by P Anderson, Second M Gay 
                              No other nominations, carried 
unanimous. 
 
RECORDS COLLATOR;      M Gay    Nominated by M Smithson, Second  J Belworthy 
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                   No other nominations, carried unanimous. 
 
SUBSCRIPTIONS;     M Gay Moved Full Subscription fee be raised to $50.00 per year,  
Second T Christiansen,  carried unanimous. 
 
GENERAL BUSINESS; 
 
Propshaft. 
 General discussion by meeting on how to integrate regatta reports, results and other articles into 
the website  rather than have an individual Propshaft magazine document. This discussion rolled 
onto other issues around the website so was all deferred to the new committee to work on. 
 
NZMPBA Insurance. 
 T Christiansen raised the question of what NZMPBA members are covered for. There was 
general discussion around this and the outcome is that the new committee need to review the 
insurance documents and policy and then send a memo to all members advising the main points. 
That memo also to include a recommendation that all members check their own personal 
insurances to see what personal liability cover they have.  
 
 
NZMPBA INDEPENDENT FORUM POLL ( By S Trott under Gas Discussions) 
W Belk enquired as to what the outcome of the poll was, advised that the outcome summary was 
posted to the forum and the committee will use this info as an indicator for possible change 
required, also noted that this appeared to be an effective way to get membership feed back on 
issues. P Collier comment was to cement the overall direction of the NZMPBA and don’t change 
too much at once. 
 
1ST COMMITTEE MEETING DATE: 
Set down for 19th May 2014,  8pm, via Skype. 
 
M Gay Moved meeting be closed, S Trott Second, Carried Unanimous. 
 
Closed 9.21pm. 

More from the other side (of Australia) 
 
Well it’s 12 months since Marie and I have been over here in WA. It was good to see from the 
Special Meeting held at the NI champs that 2 other Members agreed that I did not deserve life 
membership of the NZMPBA.  As I said in my last note I do not have enough grey hair nor have I 
retired from work. 
 
I do however have an inkling that their vote was NOT motivated by grey hair or age! 
 
Have had a busy year work wise with a short stint in Kalgoorlie surveying the site for a new prison. 
Home of the largest man made hole in the southern hemisphere.  Check out the Kalgoorlie super 
pit on Google earth for an insight on the size. Back home and some more testing with the JAE FE 
mainly playing with props. The Mandurah boys introduced us to the Drakes brook Weir at 
Waroona lakes some 2hrs South of where we live. It is an irrigation lake and plenty of room to 
wind things up. Got to play with some props but got a bit carried away with a 4818 Cnc prop and 
the boat stopped out on the water for the first time. Culprit was a melted solder joint. 
 
The next weekend went to Malaga to run with the WA club and managed to fry the motor and ESC 
Bugger. Ordered a new motor and ESC and decided to paint the boat while it was out of action. 
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You may recall from the last note the Insane FE doing aerobatics at the Malaga pond. Well there is 
now two of them running and they impressed the hell out of me so decided to build something to 
join em.  I looked around for a wood kit and settled on a Blazer Marine sport 20 Whiplash. Its 
bigger brothers, the Whiplash Sport Petrol hydro and Backlash from the same stable are dam 
good performers so ordered one to run A 4S set up the same as the Insane boys and started 
building it. 

 
Waiting for hardware 
 
Got the JAE back together ready to test run again then got sent to Port Hedland 1600km up the 
coast from Perth to work for 6 weeks. Here we are up in the tropics and for the duration of my stay 
the day time temperature was from 37º~ 42º in the shade combined with 90% plus humidity  and 
overnight lows rarely below 28º.  Needless to say the air conditioner ran 24/7 in my room for 6 
weeks. The 3 of us that went up were regularly going through 6~8 Litres of water a day not to 
mention the cold beers when we got back to camp at night. We were pouring concrete at 6am in 
the morning finishing by 8am then we would take our shirts off and see who could squeeze the 
most water out of them. I was not sorry to see the end of that job. 
 
Back home and the first opportunity to run the new motor and ESC was at Malaga. Armed with an 
Octura M447 and a 4S Redback Lipo got 80.8kmh on GPS. Figured things are working pretty hard 
as ESC Battery and engine all came back at 50ºC after a lengthy run so reckon that prop is about 
as big as I want to go for racing. Tried other smaller props and batteries but no faster, but gear 
inside boat cooler! 
 
Next weekend off to Mandurah for my first race meeting, Club race day. Had a few test runs with 
an M447 and an ABC H7 prop doing 7 hard out laps which is the duration of a race and all runs 
had the ESC 37~ 40º Battery 50º or there about and the motor at  around 45ºC.  I got asked if I 
wanted to race with the petrol’s and of course my answer was yes it’s a bloody race boat isn’t it!.   
The racing has been modified since my last report and goes like this:- the drawn pairs have a 6 lap 
race with points for a win and less for finishing second. The winners go into a knockout draw and 
the losers do the same into a losers draw. We then run 8 lap races in each section in pairs again 
with the winner advancing scoring more points and the losers out of the running. We end up with a 
winner from the winners section and a winner from the losers section. 
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They then have a 10 lap final to find the overall winner for the day. We usually get 4 or 5 races 
each.  The bag of ping pong balls was passed around the nine competitors and we drew a ball 
with a number on.  The lowest two race each other then the next lowest race and so on. Chris the 
organiser drew the bye.  
 
I happened to draw Len the fastest man in the club, bugger I thought. I then got to thinking he ran 
his Backlash in practice and while fast tends to run wide to keep up the pace and if I run tight and 
the JAE turns as it had I was in with a chance. 

 
 
Then he drops a bombshell and sez he is going to run his cat double bugger!! Now normally we 
draw a ball each out of the bag and the lowest number gets to choose inside or outside lane at the 
start but Len sez I can have the inside lane. We get fired up and launch and as soon as both boats 
have done 1 lap the 30 second countdown starts. I was about 1 sec in front of Len on the hooter 
and my JAE actually started pulling away and once I rounded the first turn it was game over. My 
boat could corner so tight and so fast the cat was no match. Len tried desperately to play catch up 
and eventually rolled on turn 2 of lap 4. Below is a link to the race. 
http://youtu.be/dBpb3JWRbI8  
 
Onto the Knock out. Drew Scott for the first round and I cocked up the start and was 1/3 of a lap 
down at the beginning. Figured just drive my own race and keep tight on the turn and it paid off as 
I was on his tail by lap 4. Next lap Scott went into turn 1 a bit hot and went wide enough to let me 
turn inside and it was then game over for him. He tried to pass up the inside next lap and missed a 
buoy. 
 
Chris was my next victim and I drew outside lane. Stayed on his left hip for the first lap till he spun 
and died on turn 1 lap2. 
 
So into the final with Adam the youngest member of the club at 14. Ironically I had pitted and 
called for him in his race to make the final. 
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Adams Cat 
 
In that race he had drawn the inside lane so told him I would get him on the start on the button and 
then drive his own race. Forget the other boat is there, throttle off just before the turn and power 
thru it just drive as tight and fast as you can without risking a flip or spin and it paid off for him with 
Kim trying to play catch up all the time and finally canned out. 
 
Interesting note here. I think once I won that first race in the morning it got into everyone’s head 
“how are we going to beat this electric thing, as it beat Len!.” Consequently they tried to win the 
race right from the start tried too hard and canned out. How many of us have tried to do that 
before!!!! 
 
Same thing happened in the final.  I drew outside so planned to sit back for half the race then start 
putting on the Pressure. Adam went at it ‘hell for leather’ didn’t throttle and turned too tight going 
into lap 3 dug in and spun and put the fire out. Game over! 
 
Boxing Day saw the wee Whippy taste water for the first time.  First day out had it struggling to 
hold lane in the turns so some turn fin  work will be in order to get it to behave properly but initial 
signs are promising.  It is going to be an exciting wee boat to race. Rides much like its bigger 
brother the Whiplash petrol. 
 
I know I will not be able to drive it as hard out as I can with the JAE but that makes it more exciting 
as you have to pay more attention to reading the water. 
 
Some other boats from the Mandurah club below 
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Lens twin engined Cat    Twin RCMK Abu Dhabi tunnel 
 
Till next time go fast turn right, says Nitro 
 
Eds note actually is sounds like ‘Nitro no more’ as he is running Electrics and Petrols 
these days. 
 

Club News  
 
Wellington Model Power Boat Club 
 
We have been having regular attendances on club days and in May we held an Offshore Regatta 
to keep our racing skills up and invited the surrounding clubs to attend. Again we were blessed 
with fine and calm weather most unWellington and offshore style like. The results show how good 
a run we had although part of that was due to us running on a slightly shorter course so as not to 
get in the way of the Crazyman triathalon course. This had actually finished by the time we started 
racing, but the competitors wanted to leave the course as it was. Scoring 100+ laps did not seem 
to present any difficulty. 
 
Wellington 
Offshore Round 2 4-May-14  

Name 
NZMP
BA# 

Eng 
Class Hull Ht1 Ht 2 Ht 3 Final Total 

Overall 
place 

Class 
Place Class 

Pieter Lokum 83 P2 DV 29 28 30 59 146 1 1 P2 

Leigh Marsden 131 P2 DV 31 25 23 51 130 2 2 P2 

John Belworthy 76 P3 DV 20 32 30 46 128 3 1 P3 

Nigel Wong 261 C2 DV 8 28 30 61 127 4 1 C2 

Peter Collier 23 C2 DV 23 22 29 44 118 5 2 C2 

Terry Riddiford 32 P2 DV 0 19 31 41 91 6 3 P2 

Darrell Hansen 31 P2 DV 30 22 19 16 87 7 4 P2 
Wayne 
McNaught 5 C1 DV 27 24 0 0 51 8 1 C1 
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Cat Scrap   Heat 1 Pts Heat 2  Pts Total Place 
Terry Riddiford 32 1 400 - 0 400 1 
Leigh Marsden 131         0   
Peter Collier 23 2 300 - 0 300 2 
 
 
 
 
Bay of Plenty MPBC 
Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club.  
Marlborough, Taranaki, Taupo, Central Club, Manukau, Manawatu, SUHA, Christchurch? 

Bright Ideas – 
Actually does anyone have any they want to share, this is your mag, share your secrets.  
 
We don’t get many so I will have a go. 

The Third Problem 
By Peter Collier 
 
These days we have never had it so good with the multitude of boating gear available for purchase 
and the good thing is that the boats handle and the motors are reliable. That said maybe we are 
losing our skills at trouble shooting tricky problems when things don’t go well. Often the real 
problem is not as it appears and there may be several layers that need to be peeled back to finally 
find the solution. 
 
Some examples I have seen recently are as follows: 
 
I was having problems with overheating the ASP91 on my C2 deepvee, suspected there was not 
enough water being delivered to the motor so focused on checking that enough water was getting 
to the motor and coming out of the outlet, seemed like there was but it was pretty hot water and 
mainly steam. Okay next thing it may be is that it is running lean, it would go out for a heat and run 
ok at the beginning but progressively get slower as the 10 minute heat progressed, after 5 mins it 
was too slow to continue time to come in for a pit stop and richen up, but that didn’t really solve it 
as the motor was too hot and the water was flashing to steam in the jacket so sufficient water flow 
could not be re-established to cool the motor back to normal running temperature which if it had it 
may have gone fast enough to force enough water in to cool it down and run properly. This 
scenario was repeated over several heats, including several backflushing and checking of the fuel 
filter and that seemed fine. Long story short the problem was traced to a rusty fuel tank slowly and 
progressively blocking the fuel filter cutting the fuel flow back slowly to make it seem like an 
overheating motor due to lack of water. Cleaned the tank out with hydrochloric acid to get rid of the 
rust, flush well with water and then flush again with oily fuel and regularly check filters and the 
problem is gone. 
 
Jeremy White was having problems getting his new ex Leigh Marsden P2 deep vee to run 
properly.  It had run fine when Leigh had it, but it was not behaving for its new owner where the 
only change was that it had a new radio box installed. The positions of the needles on the 257 
were checked and seemed to be correct but it just would run properly. Long story short the throws 
on the throttle were not right and needed and adjustment was need to get the full throttle, idle and  
stop positions correct and then it was possible to actually tune the high and low needles properly. 
Moral of the story check the throttle positions in the workshop before heading to the water.  
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Another one of mine, I had spent years trying to stop my Kiwi 3 from digging in the outside 
sponson on turns and spinning out, much well intentioned advice over that time ranged from the 
problems with formica bottoms on the sponsons, the position/angle/cant of the turn fin, the rudder 
angle, the angle of attack on the inside sponson being less than the outside sponson causing it to 
catch and add steppers on the front of the sponsons to stop then digging in. All with the exception 
of the last one were tried without any noticeable improvement. Then the light went on and I 
checked the angle of attack yet again and this time the dihedral of the sponsons, the dihedral of 
the sponson was supposed to be 3o but was actually 4.2o and my other hydros ranged from 0 to 
1.9o. Could be argued that with such a high degree of dihedral the outside sponson was dropping 
to far into the water on the turn and was hooking to easily. Problem was solved with a 35 mm 0o 
pad the length of the sponson, it can now be driven hard round corners without spinning. Although 
fair to say at slow speeds it is still a little suspect so some steppers will be going on there. Yet 
another example of how the original problem is not what it seems and some in depth investigation 
is often required. 
 
Nigel with his C2 deep vee was continually stripping gears in his rudder servos, a kick up rudder 
was fitted and that worked when objects were hit. Then sometime a bit later on the servo would 
lock-up. Further investigation showed that when the rudder kicked up it also twisted the rudder and 
put load on the servo, wrong kind of kick up it was saving the transom but wrecking servos. Ok it 
was the second problem this time. 
 
Does anyone else have any example of complex problems to share? 

 

Advertisement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Welcome to Hobbysmart, New Zealand’s leading retailer of radio control boat parts and 
accessories. 
Our new shopping cart website is up and running, www.hobbysmart.co.nz  we are 
uploading products to our website daily. You will find all the classic brands as well as 
some new exciting brands not seen in New Zealand before. Octura, Speedmaster, Prather, 
Aerotrends, SAB, K&S, Futaba, Klotz, Propshop, Quickdraw, Fuyuan RC, HOR Racing, 
Redevex Tehcnologies, Coolpower, Savox, and much, much more. We are clearing a heap 
of stock so be sure to check out the clearance category.  

Located in the sunny Bay of Plenty 
hobbysmart@vodafone.co.nz 

www.hobbysmart.co.nz 
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Application for New and Continuing Membership 
NZMPBA #  
Name:  
Address: 
Postcode: 
Phone numbers   
Home: 
Work: 
Mobile: 
E-mail: 
 
DOB / Age: 
Occupation: 
Preferred Frequency…………………. MHz   Alternate Frequency………………………. MHz 
 
Signed………………………………………..Date:…………………………………. 
 
Subscription Fee Structure    (Financial year starts 1st January each year)  
Senior Membership   Full Rate  $50.00 
Family Membership Full Rate for 1st Senior member, 50% of full rate for each other 

family member living at the same address. 
Junior Membership 50% of full rate for upto 20 years of age. 
Full Time Student 50% of full rate. 
Senior Citizen 50% of full rate for 65 + years of age. 
 
Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will have an 
individual registration / race number and have full voting rights. 
 
First time / New memberships. 
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st July each year will only pay 50% of the 
applicable rate above. 
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st October each year would be at the full 
correct applicable rate. BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year. 
 
Amount enclosed $                 (cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required. Please circle (or highlight 
on computer) the membership type you are joining under. 
 
Return form and subs to:  
NZMPBA Treasurer, 
Bruce Clarke 
PO Box 4143 
Mt Maunganui 3149 
Mob; 0272588380 
Email: bruce.clarke12@xtra.co.nz  
 
Payment may be made by direct credit to: BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with posted 
form or emailed form. Be sure to include your name and note you are a new member or if an existing 
member include  NZMPBA race #  to identify payee\\\\\\ 
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